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Abstract
Recent experimental evidence has clearly demonstrated that nanofluids do not provide the greatly
enhanced heat transfer predicted in the past. Despite seemingly conclusive proof there is still
a great deal of current mathematical research asserting the opposite result. In this paper we
scrutinise the mathematical work and demonstrate that the disagreement can be traced to a
number of issues. These include the incorrect formulation of the governing equations; the use of
parameter values orders of magnitude different to the true values (some requiring nanoparticle
volume fractions greater than unity and nanoparticles smaller than atoms); model choices that
are based on permitting a reduction using similarity variables as opposed to representing an actual
physical situation; presentation of results using different scalings for each fluid.
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1. Introduction
There exists a wide experimental literature concerning the heat transfer properties of nanoflu-
ids. In the past remarkable increases in thermal conductivity, viscosity and heat transfer coefficient
were reported with the addition of a very small volume fraction of nanoparticles to a base fluid.
The experimental work was supported by both theoretical and numerical investigations. However,
a remarkable spread in the experimental data prompted a benchmark study by 34 laboratories
around the world [10]. One of their main conclusions was that no anomalous enhancement of
thermal conductivity was observed in the limited set of nanofluids tested in this exercise. This re-
sult is backed up by other recent studies. The Stanford NanoHeat Group state that particle based
nanofluids show little promise for heat exchanger design, although they do suggest it is possible
carbon nanotube (CNT) based fluids may be viable [14]. Putra et al. [51] state that with the ad-
dition of nanoparticles a systematic and definite deterioration in natural convective heat transfer
has been found to occur. Similar results are reported in [13, 18, 32, 63].
Despite very convincing experimental evidence that nanofluids are not the predicted saviours in
the heat transfer world there is still a great deal of research activity in this area. One particularly
lively area is in the mathematical modelling of nanofluid flow using the system of equations devel-
oped by Buongiorno [9]. In particular, practitioners of boundary layer theory, similarity solutions
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and the Homotopy Analysis Method have published thousands of papers dealing with different
forms of and extensions to Buongiorno’s equations and subject to a variety of boundary conditions.
In contrast to the recent experimental results these authors are unanimous in the opinion that
nanoparticles have a positive effect on the thermal field and heat transfer characteristics. This
is summarised in the review of Haddad et al. [17] who state that theoretical results show that
nanofluids significantly improve the heat transfer capability of conventional heat transfer fluids
whereas experimental results showed that presence of nanoparticles deteriorates heat transfer sys-
tematically. In [16] it is stated that theory shows there is always an enhancement in heat transfer
by the presence of nanoparticles.
The mathematical analysis of Buongiorno’s equations appears to start with the work of Tzou
[62] which involves a study of the linear stability of a heated, thin layer of nanofluid. In that
paper. Buorgiorno’s equations were extended to include buoyancy in the fluid momentum equa-
tion. The results showed a decrease in the critical Rayleigh number of two orders of magnitude.
In conclusion Tzou stated that clearly, Brownian motion and thermophoresis of nanoparticles in-
troduce additional nonlinear effects for heat transport in nanofluids. This is despite a subsequent
statement that the effect of nanoparticles is only noticeable for a Lewis number below 10, while
accepting that for actual nanofluids the true value is three to four orders of magnitude greater. In
fact, as we will see later the value is often even higher.
Tzou’s work was followed by a series of papers by Neild and Kuznetsov dealing with nanofluid
stability and convective flow [28, 47, 48]. In [48] they investigate convection driven flow past a
vertical plate placed in a porous medium and so write down a modified form of Buongiorno’s
system to account for buoyancy and porosity. This is perhaps the first published paper where
standard boundary layer theory is applied to the nanofluid equations. In [28] they examine the
same problem without porosity. Khan and Pop [27] employ the equations provided in [28, 48]
but investigate a simpler configuration where flow is driven by the movement of a ‘stretching
surface’. Consequently their system contains no buoyancy terms and in fact more closely follows
Buongiorno’s original model.
The papers [28, 48, 27] use standard boundary layer approximations and similarity variables to
reduce the problem to a set of ordinary differential equations. They have a high number of citations
and consequently a plethora of papers follow employing similar reductions and the same basic
form of heat and nanoparticle concentration equation. These extensions and modifications include
magnetohydrodynamic effects; radiative heat flux in the heat equation; permeable substrates; heat
generation/absorption; non-Newtonian fluids; flow in a cylindrical geometry; flow in a cylindrical
geometry embedded in a porous medium; a permeable cone in a porous media; various far-field
flow configurations; nanofluids with micro-organisms, see [8, 22, 25, 52, 55, 56, 59, 65]. Simply for
the stretching sheet model there are studies with sheets moving at a constant rate, with velocity
proportional to distance x; proportional to xn; proportional to x/t (and then with a substrate
temperature proportional to x/t2); exponentially increasing [8, 12, 23, 54, 57].
Increasing the model permutations, there is also a wide variety of boundary conditions on
temperature (constant, fixed flux, convective, radiative); velocity (no slip, various forms of slip,
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suction, etc.) [4, 19, 24, 50, 59]. In the absence of a permeable surface the physically sensible
boundary condition for the nanoparticles at the substrate is zero flux, i.e., the particles cannot
penetrate the substrate. This was imposed in the original paper of Buongiorno [9]. However,
the early mathematical studies and many recent ones specify the particle concentration at the
substrate [4, 7, 40, 61]. In [16] it is pointed out that this condition is ‘somewhat arbitrary’ and so
they employ the zero particle flux condition. Neild and Kuznetsov [30, 31] then use this condition
to revisit their previous problems. Tham et al. [61] retain a fixed concentration condition while
noting that the zero flux condition or the ‘new’ boundary condition of [30] is a more natural
(physical) assumption.
The physical justification for the mathematical configurations invariably relates to extrusion
of polymer sheets and filaments, melt spinning, manufacture of plastic and rubber sheets and
cooling of large metallic plates [27, 46, 60]. The actual relation between model and the physical
system can be difficult to determine. For example, none of these proposed processes involves an
exponentially stretching sheet with a constant temperature moving through a porous medium. In
fact the justification for the exponentially stretching sheet studied in [58] is simply a comment
in [15] that the velocity may not be linear: [45] then cites [58] as a justification. In [50] slip
flow over a stretching sheet is studied. The slip lengths quoted are up to 68mm, which is an
incredibly large number, see [43]. These values come from early experiments on flow in carbon
nanotubes [38], which is obviously a completely different physical situation. Further, the values
are incorrect, in an erratum to the experimental paper, [37], it is stated that the slip lengths should
have been written as microns, rather than millimetres. There is also a general avoidance of actual
physical parameter values in the mathematical studies, instead values for the non-dimensional
numbers are taken from previous papers, so propagating errors. However, if they are discussed,
the nanofluids are standard, such as water or ethylene glycol containing Cu, CuO, Al2O3, TiO2 or
Au nanoparticles, see [12, 22, 24, 62] for example. In [53] the study focuses specifically on ethylene
glycol with Cu or CuO particles, they also use standard relations to determine the nanofluid
properties. So the parameter values should be very similar to those in Buongiorno’s original paper
and in general are easily obtained from the literature.
The enhanced heat transfer predicted by the theoretical studies is in direct contradiction of
many experimental results. At the end of their experimental study Li and Peterson[32] question
the contradiction the controversy resulted from simulation study and experimental study is still not
clear and go on to discuss possible mechanisms for this. Since the nanofluids discussed are standard
it is clear that the disagreement cannot arise due to the choice of fluid. Consequently, the goal of
this paper is to determine the cause of the disagreement. We will show unequivocally that it arises
from a series of errors and incorrect values used in the mathematical models. The problems will
be illustrated by working through a specific flow configuration common in the literature. However,
the conclusions are the same for many other flow configurations.
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2. Mathematical model
The key parameters in this debate relate to the motion due to Brownian diffusion and ther-
mophoresis. The Brownian diffusion refers to the effect the Brownian motion of the base fluid
molecules has on the nanoparticles. Thermophoresis (or the Soret effect specifically in liquids) is
a related effect whereby the presence of a temperature gradient drives the motion: hot molecules
have more kinetic energy than cool ones, so hot base fluid molecules tend to drive the nanoparticles
in the direction of lower temperature. The two terms are quantified by the following expressions
DB =
kBT
3piµbfdp
, DT =
0.26kbf
2kbf + kp
µbf
ρbf
φ , (1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, µ the dynamic viscosity, dp the nanopar-
ticle diameter, k the thermal conductivity, ρ is density and φ the particle volume fraction. The
subscripts p, bf, nf refer to particle, base fluid and nanofluid, respectively. The above terms are
dependent on the local temperature and particle concentration (as opposed to the bulk/far-field
values).
The mass flux of nanoparticles due to Brownian motion and thermophoresis is defined as
j = −ρp
[
DB∇φ+DT
∇T
T
]
. (2)
Since DB and DT involve temperature and volume fraction, we apply the notation of [34] so that
the governing equations are formulated in terms of the ‘diffusion parameters’ CB = DB/T and
CT = DT/φ. This notation permits the variation of φ, T to be clearly identified in the governing
equations. Hence, according to [34], the governing equations to describe the flow of a heated,
Newtonian nanofluid are
∂ρnf
∂t
+∇ · (ρnfu) = 0 , (3)
ρnf
[
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u
]
= −∇p−∇ · τ , (4)
∂(ρc)nfT
∂t
+∇ · ((ρc)nfuT ) = ∇ · (knf∇T ) + ρpcp
[
CBT∇φ+ CTφ
∇T
T
]
· ∇T , (5)
∂φ
∂t
+ u · ∇φ = ∇ ·
[
CBT∇φ+ CTφ
∇T
T
]
, (6)
where u is the nanofluid velocity, p is pressure, τ is the stress tensor and (ρc) is the volumetric
heat capacity. Gravity and viscous dissipation have been assumed negligible. This system differs
slightly from that presented in [9]. In [9] the fluid is assumed incompressible, although in reality
the nanofluid density varies linearly with volume fraction. In fact, the properties of the nanofluid
ρnf , knf , (ρc)nf , µnf all depend strongly on the particle concentration. Indeed, it is this dependence
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that has generated a lot of the excitement around nanofluids. Thus, to reflect its variation with
respect to φ, the density, ρnf , and volumetric heat capacity (ρc)nf have been kept inside the
derivatives. A strict derivation of (3-6), valid for compressible and incompressible nanofluids, is
given in [33, §5.7.3].
3. Reduced governing equations
We will now reduce the governing equations in accordance with standard boundary layer theory.
To do this we will focus on one of the simplest possible configuration used in the literature,
which allows us to demonstrate the typical form of solution without making the analysis overly
complicated. To this end we specify a Newtonian fluid flow driven by a thin stretching sheet
surrounded on either side by fluid. The sheet has a higher temperature than the surrounding
fluid. This temperature remains unaffected by the fluid and is transmitted infinitely well, so
that the fluid immediately in contact with the sheet has exactly the same temperature. The
configuration is depicted in [27]. To avoid confusion we note that [27] incorrectly identifies the
coefficient ρnf in equation (4) as the base fluid density, this follows from the work of [28, 47] who
ambiguously define it as the fluid density (and the error is propagated in [39] who then use the
base fluid density in the nanofluid momentum equation and the base fluid volumetric heat in the
nanofluid energy equation).
The only difference we make with the model of [27] is with the boundary conditions, rather
than fixing the particle concentration at the wall we impose the zero flux condition. Considering
the surface of the sheet to be at y = 0 we therefore specify
u = ax , v = 0 , T = Tw , CBT∇φ+ CTφ
∇T
T
= 0 at y = 0 , (7)
u = v = 0 , T = T∞ , φ = φ∞ as y →∞ . (8)
Obviously even with the zero particle flux condition this is a rather unrealistic set of conditions.
The surface y = 0 is stretching with a speed proportional to position, u = ax, yet there is no
vertical displacement of the surface to account for mass conservation. Moreover, the thin sheet
acts to heat the fluid, yet retains a constant temperature throughout the process. However, we
will leave the conditions as stated since the solution method employed in the analysis of these
equations usually requires unphysical conditions.
The governing equations will now be reduced in line with standard boundary layer theory.
This has been used to solve some classical problems and starts from a set of physically sensible
assumptions. For example, the flow is steady; the thickness of the boundary layer, where rapid
changes occur in the flow, is narrow compared to the length-scale of the flow; the velocity parallel
to the wall is much higher than the perpendicular velocity; the derivatives perpendicular to the
wall are large (since rapid change occurs over a thin region), see [2, 64]. Under these assumptions
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the nanofluid equations may be written
∇ · (ρnfu) = 0 , (9)
u · ∇φ =
∂
∂y
[
CBT
∂φ
∂y
+ CT
φ
T
∂T
∂y
]
, (10)
∇ · ((ρc)nfuT ) =
∂
∂y
(
knf
∂T
∂y
)
+ ρpcp
[
CBT
∂φ
∂y
∂T
∂y
+ CT
φ
T
(
∂T
∂y
)2]
, (11)
ρnfu · ∇u = −
∂p
∂x
−
∂
∂y
(
µnf
∂u
∂y
)
, −
∂p
∂y
= 0 . (12)
The final equation indicates p = p(x). If we assume a constant far-field pressure (the flow in this
case is driven by the wall motion), p|y→∞ = p∞, then the pressure must be constant everywhere
and so px = 0.
As stated, the nanofluid properties depend on the volume fraction: density and volumetric
heat capacity may be well approximated by simple linear laws while viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity vary nonlinearly and the exact relations are still subject to debate, see [34] and references
therein. However, if we wish to follow the approach of previous analyses we must now neglect
this dependence and set the thermophysical parameters to their bulk values, (ρc)∞, k∞, ρ∞, µ∞,
where for example µ∞ = µnf(φ∞). In the literature this is not justified via any linear theory,
rather the equations are written from the start with the parameters outside the derivatives, see
[20, 26, 27, 28, 31, 48, 61, 62] for example.
The model reduction proceeds via the following change of variables
θ(η) =
T (x, y)− T∞
∆T
, χ(η) =
φ(x, y)− φ∞
φ∞
, (13)
where ∆T = Tw − T∞. The velocity is written in terms of the stream function
u =
∂ψ
∂y
, v = −
∂ψ
∂x
, (14)
where
ψ = (aν∞)
1/2 xf(η) , η =
(
a
ν∞
)1/2
y , (15)
and ν∞ = µ∞/ρ∞, see [27]. Substituting these new variables into (10–12), with constant values
for the thermophysical properties, leads to
χ′′ +
∆T
T∞
θ′χ′ +
Nt
Nb
[
θ′χ′ + (1 + χ)θ′′ −
∆T
T∞
(1 + χ)θ′2
]
+ Sc fχ′ = 0 , (16)
1
Pr
θ′′ + fθ′ +Nbχ′θ′ +Nt(1 + χ)θ
′2 = 0 , (17)
f ′′′ + ff ′′ − f
′
2 = 0 , (18)
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where primes denote differentiation with respect to η. In deriving (16, 17) we have followed the
linearisation suggested in [9], which states ∆T ≪ T∞. Obviously this places some restriction
on the permissible temperature fields but it allows us to replace ∆T θ + T∞ by T∞. This has
been carried out in writing down the denominators in two terms of (16). However, since we are
investigating boundary layer flow, where gradients may be high, we have retained terms involving
∆T/T∞ whenever they multiply a derivative. If the gradients are not high then these terms will
be small and so not affect the results.
The dimensionless parameters are defined to be
Sc =
ν∞
CBT∞
, Pr =
ν∞
α∞
, Nb =
CBT∞φ∞
ν∞
ρpcp
(ρc)∞
, Nt =
CTφ∞∆T
ν∞T∞
ρpcp
(ρc)∞
. (19)
The coefficient Sc is the Schmidt number, and it represents the ratio of viscous to Brownian
diffusion. In studies where the flow is driven by buoyancy, the Schmidt number must be replaced
by the Lewis number, Le = α∞/CBT∞, the ratio of thermal to Brownian diffusion. The two
numbers are often confused in the literature, see [1, 4, 7, 20, 21, 27, 39, 54] for example. The
Prandtl number, Pr, is the ratio of viscous to thermal diffusivity. The numbers Nb,Nt represent
the ratios of Brownian and thermpohoretic diffusion to viscous diffusion while the ratio Nt /Nb =
CT∆T/(CBT
2
∞
) represents the relative strength of thermophoretic to Brownian diffusion.
The boundary conditions (7,8) transform to
f(0) = 0 , f ′(0) = 1 , θ(0) = 1 , χ′(0) +
Nt
Nb
(1 + χ(0)) θ′(0) = 0 , (20)
f(∞) = 0 , f ′(∞) = 0 , θ(∞) = 0 , χ(∞) = 0 . (21)
3.1. Previous governing equations
The above set of governing equations, (16-18), is markedly different to those studied previ-
ously in the literature. In [20, 21, 27, 39, 40, 42, 50, 54] the transformation of the nanoparticle
concentration and heat equations is given as
χ′′ +
Nt
Nb
θ′′ + Sc fχ′ = 0 , (22)
1
Pr
θ′′ + fθ′ +Nbχ′θ′ +Nt θ′2 = 0 . (23)
In some of these works the velocity equation differs from (18) due to a different stretching mecha-
nism (such as ‘nonlinear’ or exponential). They all incorrectly denote the Schmidt number as the
Lewis number.
Going back to the original analysis of Tzou [62] we can trace differences to the use of ‘lineari-
sation’. Tzou [62] states that ∆T ≪ T∞ and so replaces the denominator T by T∞ in the flux
expression of equation (2), he also assumes that the coefficients DB, DT are constant. The same
assumptions are stated by Buongiornoin in [9]. The replacement of T by T∞ in the flux is similar
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to our replacement of T in deriving (16) but we have allowed for the possibility of large gradients
and so retained the T derivative resulting from the Tφy term. The coefficient DT = CTφ contains
φ, and taking it as constant is equivalent to assuming that the φ variation is small. There is no
justification for this, particularly since the interesting fluid behaviour occurs when φ varies.
From this discussion we see that equations (22, 23) may be derived from (10, 11) by setting
every appearance of T, φ that are not in a derivative to T∞, φ∞. This results in the loss of three
terms from (16) as well as the replacement of 1+χ by 1 in equations (16,17) (since φ = φ∞ implies
χ = 0). It also affects the no-particle flux condition in (20).
The final governing equation, (18), is third order in η and is solved exactly in the studies
of flow driven by a linear stretching sheet [21, 27, 39] after applying the boundary conditions
f(0) = 0, f ′(0) = 1, f ′(∞) = 0. The quoted result is
f = 1− exp(−η) . (24)
There is a minor issue with this solution which is not discussed in previous papers. Using
a standard similarity variable η ∝ y/xn, with n > 0 the conditions in the far-field coincide
with those at the inlet, since η = ∞ when either y = ∞ or x = 0. This reduces the number
of boundary conditions in the η domain (and also restricts the permissible flow configurations,
since the inlet and far-field conditions must match). For the present case η ∝ y and there is
no reduction in the number of boundary conditions. This is dealt with in the past studies by
simply neglecting the condition v|y→∞ = 0. Using the definitions (14, 15) and solution (24) gives
v|y→∞ = −(aν∞)
1/2 f |η→∞ = −(aν∞)
1/2, which violates the far-field condition. However, since
ν is small the error is also small. While this error is not common to all flow configurations it
does appear in the linear stretching sheet literature. A similar problem may be found with the
exponentially stretching sheet configuration of [41].
4. Parameter values
We have now presented the equations governing the boundary layer flow and highlighted prob-
lems with the previous formulations. Before going on to solve the system we must first specify
appropriate values for the non-dimensional numbers Sc,Pr,Nt,Nb. We will also discuss the Lewis
number, Le, since this appears in studies where buoyancy drives the flow. To calculate the non-
dimensional numbers requires information concerning the nanofluids. In Table 1 we provide values
for the density, specific heat and conductivity of five standard base fluids and four nanoparticles.
We also provide the viscosity values for the fluids.
Material
ρ c k µ
(kg/m3) (J/kg K) (W/m K) (Pa s)
Water 998 4190 0.58 0.001
Ethylene glycol (EG) 1110 2470 0.258 0.014
Engine oil SAE 30 (EO) 878 2090 0.145 0.0153
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 1200 3349 0.15 0.012
Polyalphaolefin (PAO) 814 2135 0.159 0.0161
Alumina (Al2O3) 3690 880 35 -
Copper (Cu) 8960 386 385 -
Gold (Au) 19300 129 318 -
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 4230 683 11.8 -
Table 1: Thermophysical parameters for common base fluids and nanoparticles. The data for the fluids
corresponds to water at 293K, EG at 300K, EO at 353K, PVP at 296K and PAO at 313K.
In Table 2 a range of Lewis, Schmidt and Prandtl numbers are provided for typical nanofluids
using data from Table 1. To calculate Sc,Le we also require the Boltzmann constant kB ≈
1.38× 10−23 m2 kg s−2 K−1.
The minimum and maximum values of the Lewis and Schmidt number correspond to particles
with diameter dp =1 to 100 nm and a far-field concentration φ = 0.01. The thermal conductivity
of the nanofluid was calculated using the formula given in [44]. The density and the volumetric
heat capacity were calculated using the standard linear laws
ρnf = φρp + (1− φ)ρbf , (25)
(ρc)nf = φρpcp + (1− φ)ρbfcbf . (26)
Nanofluid min(Le) max(Le) min(Sc) max(Sc) Pr
Water/Al2O3 4.32× 10
4 4.36× 106 2.28× 103 2.3× 105 7.24
Water/Cu 4.05× 104 4.1× 106 2.17× 103 2.19× 105 7.24
EG/Al2O3 3.1× 10
5 3.14× 107 4.02× 105 4.06× 107 134
Engine oil/TiO2 1.55× 10
5 1.56× 107 4.95× 105 5× 107 220
PVP/Cu 1.24× 105 1.26× 107 2.6× 105 2.62× 107 268
PVP/Au 1.72× 105 1.74× 107 2.4× 105 2.43× 107 268
PAO/Al2O3 2.12× 10
5 2.14× 107 6.92× 105 6.99× 107 216
Table 2: Values of Lewis, Schmidt and Prandtl numbers for dp = 1 - 100 nm and φ = 0.01. The
temperatures are water at 293K, EG at 300K, EO at 353K, PVP at 296K and PAO at 313K.
In Table 3 we present values for the Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameters using
the same range of particle sizes, volume fraction and temperature as in the previous tables. We
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also require a value of ∆T for Nt and so choose ∆T = 10K. For water this leads to values of
Nb in the range [10−8, 10−6] and Nt of order 10−6. The remaining fluids show Nb ranging from
[10−10, 10−8] and Nt of orders between [10−8, 10−6].
Nanofluid min(Nb) max(Nb) Nt
Water/Al2O3 3.37× 10
−8 3.4× 10−6 1.1× 10−6
Water/Cu 3.77× 10−8 3.81× 10−6 1.1× 10−6
EG/Al2O3 2.47× 10
−10 2.5× 10−8 6.32× 10−7
Engine oil/TiO2 3.15× 10
−10 3.18× 10−8 1.39× 10−6
PVP/Cu 3.28× 10−10 3.31× 10−8 2.94× 10−8
PVP/Au 2.55× 10−10 2.58× 10−8 2.56× 10−8
PAO/Al2O3 2.26× 10
−10 2.29× 10−8 5.91× 10−7
Table 3: Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameter values. The range of nanoparticle size is dp = 1
nm to dp = 100 nm, the volume fraction φ = 0.01 and ∆T = 10K.
If we wish to apply the results of the analysis and so make recommendations for future nanofluid
design it is useful to be clear exactly what these parameter values signify. The Prandtl number
Pr is the ratio of momentum to thermal diffusion: a large Prandtl number indicates that energy
moves primarily due to the fluid motion, rather than thermal diffusion. The values in Table 2 vary
between 7 for water-alumina to 270 for PVP-gold. The Schmidt number is the ratio of momentum
to Brownian diffusion: the lowest value we calculate is 2 × 103 which corresponds to water with
1 nm alumina particles (and note in practice the smallest particles would be closer to 10 nm). In
general the value is of order 105 − 107. The Lewis number is the ratio of thermal to Brownian
diffusion, the lowest value in the Table is 4×104 (again for water-alumina) while the general range
is 105−107. The very high values of Sc and Le indicate Brownian diffusion plays a very minor role.
The Brownian motion parameter Nb is approximately the ratio of Brownian to viscous diffusion
and so is a form of inverse Schmidt number with a correction for the volumetric heat ratio
Nb =
φ∞
Sc
ρpcp
(ρc)∞
. (27)
The thermophoresis parameter Nt is approximately the ratio of thermophoretic to viscous diffusion.
For a moving liquid we should expect transfer to be primarily via fluid motion, rather than
thermophoresis or Brownian motion, and consequently Nb,Nt should be small. As we can see
from Table 3 they range between [10−10, 10−6]. From this we may conclude Brownian motion and
thermophoresis are not important. Buongiorno [10] provides typical values, Le = 8× 105, 7× 105
for water-alumina and water-copper nanofluids respectively and gives the ratio Nb /Nt = 0.2, 2,
all of which fit in with the ranges given in the tables.
If we set Nb = Nt = 0 then the governing equations reduce to those of a standard fluid. This
can provide a check on the validity of solutions by comparing the limit Nb,Nt→ 0 with existing
results for the base fluids.
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The mathematical studies on stretching sheet flow [21, 27, 40, 39, 50] typically use parameters
of order Pr = 10, Sc = 10, Nb = 0.1, Nt = 0.1 (note all except [40] denote Sc as Le). Lewis
numbers between 0.5 and 25 are employed in [22, 24, 27, 28, 29, 47, 59]. Since these are very
different to the ranges given in the tables we will now consider their physical meaning. Firstly, the
value Pr = 10 indicates a fluid with properties similar to water. The Schmidt number contains
various values that are fixed by the choice of material, such as the density, viscosity etc, however the
temperature, volume fraction and particle diameter may be adjusted to vary Sc and so produce a
desired value. Let us take the example of a water based nanofluid containing 1% alumina particles
(φ = 0.01). The definition of the Schmidt number is
Sc =
ν∞
CBT∞
=
µ∞3piµbfdp
ρ∞kBT∞
. (28)
The nanofluid density, ρ∞ = ρ|φ=0.01 ≈ 1025 kg/m
3, may be determined via equation (25). Maiga
et al. [36] fitted experimental data for water based nanofluids to find a relation for viscosity
µnf = (1 + 7.3φ+ 123φ
2)µbf . (29)
For 1% alumina this shows µ∞ ≈ 1.085µbf . If we wish to determine the largest particles that
correspond to a given Sc then we must take the largest possible value for T∞. For liquid water
we will assume T∞ = 373 K. Equation (28) then indicates that to obtain Sc = 10 we require
nanoparticles with diameter dp ≈ 5 × 10
−12 m = 5 × 10−3 nm: this is around 1/60th the size of
a water molecule. Raju et al. [53] study ethylene glycol based nanofluids containing a very large
amount of Cu or CuO particles, φ ∈ [0.1, 0.3] or a 10-30% volume fraction (for such high volume
fractions we would expect non-Newtonian behaviour), and define the linear laws (25, 26) for the
density and volumetric heat capacity. The viscosity is defined through the Brinkman relation
µnf = µbf/(1 − φ)
2.5, which is usually quoted as being valid for low volume fractions φ < 0.04.
They have calculations with Sc = 0.6. Taking the mean value φ = 0.2, T∞ = 300 K, and other
values from Table 1 indicates that for Cu the particle diameter is of the order 10−15m (in fact
approximately the size of the classical electron). The same order of magnitude holds for CuO
particles.
The dependence of density on volume fraction is given by equation (26). The Brownian motion
parameter Nb is given by equation (27). Rearranging (27) we may express the nanofluid volumetric
heat capacity in terms of the product NbSc and then substituting this into equation (26) leads to[
1
Nb Sc
− 1
]
φ∞ρpcp = (1− φ∞)ρbfcbf . (30)
Nanofluids are suspensions of small quantities of nanoparticles in a base fluid, so the volume
fraction of particles is small, in practice typically φ < 0.05. Theoretically we must constrain
φ ≤ 1, where the value φ = 1 signifies that the material is now composed entirely of solid particles
and no fluid. If φ∞ ≤ 1, then the right hand side of equation (30) is non-negative. To ensure the
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left hand side is also non-negative requires NbSc ≤ 1 and in reality we will have a small volume
fraction and so expect NbSc≪ 1. The graphs presented in the study of flow driven by a stretching
sheet [27] have NbSc in the range [1, 12.5]: similar values are used in [21, 40, 39, 50]. Any study
that uses the linear relation for volumetric heat capacity with NbSc ≥ 1 requires a volume fraction
φ ≥ 1 and so makes no physical sense. A similar issue arises with the thermophoresis parameter
Nt. Even taking a high value of ∆T/T∞ = 100/373 the choice of Nt = 0.1 (used for example in
[5, 27, 28, 35, 39, 47, 49]) requires a volume fraction φ ≈ 4.47 for a water-alumina nanofluid.
5. Model comparison
Before comparing the results from the different models we will first discuss the effect of the
parameter values on the governing equations. The non-dimensionalisation carried out means that
all variables should be order unity. The relative size of the terms in the equations is reflected in
the size of the coefficients. Given that the Schmidt number ranges between 2 × 103 to 7 × 107
for all nanofluids given in Table 2 we may approximate the current nanoparticle concentration
equation, (16), or the equation of previous studies, (22), by
fχ′ = 0 , (31)
to an accuracy at worst of the order 0.1%, when Sc = 2 × 103, going down to order 10−6% when
Sc = 7 × 107. Since we impose f ′(0) = 1, the only possible solution to this equation is χ′ = 0.
Applying the boundary condition at infinity determines χ = 0 (and hence φ = φ∞ is constant).
The term fχ′ is derived from u ·∇φ in the original equations. The physical meaning of u ·∇φ = 0
is that the nanoparticles simply follow the fluid streamlines: there is no noticeable diffusion of
particles.
Values of Nb,Nt are in the range 2× 10−10 to 4× 10−6, reducing the heat equation to
1
Pr
θ′′ + fθ′ = 0 , (32)
with errors of the order 10−8 to 10−4%. Note, if the temperature change in the fluid is a mere
10K and the far-field temperature is 300K then the neglect of terms ∆T/T leads to errors of the
order 3%. An error of O(10−4)% therefore seems acceptable given the approximations already
made. The physical meaning of this is that Brownian motion and thermophoresis are negligible
in comparison to the advection and standard diffusion of heat and so the heat flow is accurately
described by the standard model for a particle free fluid and the nanoparticle motion has no effect
on it. This verifies a statement in [9], based on observation of the non-dimensional system, that
heat transfer associated with nanoparticle dispersion is negligible compared with heat conduction
and convection. It follows that, in solving nanofluid heat transfer problems ... the energy equation
for a nanofluid (is) formally identical to that of a pure fluid. In fact the only effect of nanoparticles
in either of these equations is in the value of the coefficient Pr which depends on the viscosity and
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thermal diffusivity, which in turn depend on the (constant) nanoparticle concentration. This result
was previously shown in the study of flow over a flat plate [34]. In that paper it was demonstrated
that the application of Buongiorno’s model, at least to water or ethylene glycol with alumina
or CuO particles, does not increase the heat transfer coefficient (in fact their results showed a
decrease with increasing nanoparticle concentration).
The result of this discussion is that the flow of a nanofluid over a linearly stretching sheet
may be described solely by equation (32), with f = 1 − e−η (whilst noting that the solution for
f does not satisfy all velocity boundary conditions). Once appropriate values are applied similar
reductions will hold for all the other nanofluid analyses.
To verify our statements, in Figure 1 we compare the results of the full model, equations
(16-18), and the reduced system consisting solely of equation (32) with f = 1 − e−η, subject to
conditions (20, 21). The parameters used in the full model have typical values for a water based
nanofluid Sc = 1.16× 105, Pr = 7.24, Nb = 3.38× 10−7, Nt = 1.1× 10−6. In calculating these we
have used values Tw = 310K, T∞ =300K, Sc,Nb are the mean values of those given in Table 2.
Two curves are shown in each figure, the solid line is the solution of the full model, the dash-dot
line that of the reduced model. The curves are shown up to a maximum value of η = 2, however
to ensure the numerical calculations were past the boundary layer the calculations were in fact
carried out to η = 10 (and tested for convergence by using even higher values). Figure 1a) shows
the temperature profile predicted by the two models, the lines are indistinguishable (in fact the
maximum difference is below 0.002%). If we define the boundary layer as the region where the
value is more than 1% different from the far-field value, then for the temperature the boundary
layer ends at η ≈ 1.2. If the stretching rate a =1cm/s then this corresponds to a distance y ≈
1.2 cm, that is, the thermal boundary layer is approximately 0.012m thick. Figure 1b) shows
the particle concentrations, note the reduced model predicts χ = 0 everywhere. The full model
shows a maximum χ ≈ 1.9 × 10−4 and a minimum at the wall of -0.0228 (which corresponds to
0.9772φ∞). In this case the boundary layer ends at η ≈ 2.26 × 10
−3. This signifies that there is
very little movement of nanoparticles and then only in an extremely narrow region, with thickness
of the order 2.7× 10−5m.
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Figure 1: Comparison of a) temperatures and b) particle concentrations predicted by the current model,
equations (16-18) (solid line), and the reduced system of equation (32) (dash-dotted line) with f =
1 − e−η. Parameter values for a water based nanofluid: Sc = 1.16 × 105, Pr = 7.24, Nb = 3.38 × 10−7,
Nt = 1.1× 10−6.
To demonstrate the effect of choosing parameter values taken from the mathematical literature
in Figure 2 we compare the results of the current model, equations (16-18), with those studied
by previous authors, equations (22,23), subject to the boundary conditions (20, 21). Khan and
Pop [27] plot results with Sc ∈ [5, 25], Nb,Nt ∈ [0.1, 0.5], Pr = 10. Similar ranges are studied
in the models for stretching sheet induced flow of [50, 40, 39, 21]. In Figure 2 we show the
temperature and volume fraction for the case Sc = 5,Nb = 0.1,Nt = 0.5,Pr = 10 and again we
take ∆T =10K. The solid line in the figures is the solution of (16-18), dash-dot that of equations
(22,23). From Figure 2a) we observe that the temperature predicted by the previous models is
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significantly higher than that of the current model. The correspondence could be worse, using
different boundary conditions, but the fixed temperature condition forces both curves to pass
through the same point. In this case the boundary layer extends to η ≈ 1.24, 1.42 for the current
and previous models. The volume fractions are also significantly different, as seen from Figure
2b). The previous model predicts a minimum value χ ≈ −0.5 at the wall, which corresponds
to a volume fraction φ = (1 + χ)φ∞ ≈ 0.5φ∞. This indicates that the nanoparticles have been
forced away from the wall region, they congregate in the region beyond η = 0.2 where φ > φ∞.
The current model has a wall value χ ≈ −0.98 which is approximately twice that of the previous
model. The new wall value corresponds to a dimensional volume fraction φ ≈ 0.02φ∞, in this
case the particles only exceed the far field value for η > 0.5. Importantly the use of incorrect
parameter values acts to produce a significantly larger boundary layer. In Fig 1b) the thickness
was η ≈ 2.26 × 10−3 now it is η ≈ 2.18 for the current model and 1.83 for the previous model:
three orders of magnitude wider.
The values of φ are important to the discussion running through this paper. Equations (22,23)
are derived on the assumption ∆φ/φ∞ = |φw − φ∞|/φ∞ ≪ 1, yet they predict a value of 0.5.
When the assumption is not made, as shown by the solid line, then ∆φ/φ∞ ≈ 0.98. Making it
quite clear that the assumption is invalid. In fact we should point out that errors are most likely
even greater than indicated by the figure, since in both models we have neglected the variation in
parameters such as density, viscosity, etc. However, if we look back to Figure 1 we see that when
realistic parameter values are employed then the φ variation is very small and the linearisations
are permissible (but lead to rather well-known, standard equations).
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Figure 2: Comparison of a) temperatures and b) particle concentrations predicted by the current model,
equations (16-18) (solid line), and the previous system, equations (22,23) (dash-dotted line), using Sc =
5,Nb = 0.1,Nt = 0.5,Pr = 10, ∆T = 10K.
The motivation in studying the boundary layer flow of a nanofluid is to determine its heat
transfer characteristics and so aid in the design process. To this end the effect of flow on the
Nusselt number is generally studied, where Nu = Qx/(knf∆T ) = hx/knf , Q is the heat flux at
the boundary and h the heat transfer coefficient. In [26, 27, 28, 31, 39, 42, 48], and many more,
results are presented in terms of the reduced Nusselt number, which depends on the Nusselt and
Rayleigh or Nusselt and Reynolds number (depending on the driving force). For the current study
we require the Reynolds number, Re = Ux/νnf . Both Nu and Re are position-dependent and also
depend on the nanofluid parameters knf , νnf . In the models under discussion these parameters
vary with φ∞ (but in reality they should also vary with φ). So any change in φ∞ also changes the
scaling of the non-dimensional numbers: it is therefore invalid to compare results for Nu versus
Re with different volume fraction fluids (it would make sense if the non-dimensionalisation used
the base fluid values, but this is not the case). The problem with drawing conclusions from the
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non-dimensional system is made clear by the results presented in Figure 3. The data shown is
taken from an experimental study of the heat transfer of a water-alumina nanofluid [3]. It was
obtained by pumping nanofluids with different volume fractions through a pipe. The average heat
transfer along the pipe and flow rate was recorded. The beauty of this study is that results were
presented in both dimensional and non-dimensional form. In Figure 3a) the average heat transfer
coefficient is plotted against the flow rate (in gallons/minute). For a given flow rate it is quite
clear that the heat transfer coefficient decreases with nanoparticle concentration. For example,
when the flow rate is 1.5 gallons/minute pure water shows an average heat transfer coefficient
h ≈ 7500W/m2K, whereas the nanofluid with φ∞ = 0.018 has h ≈ 6500W/m
2K. In Figure 3b),
where the Nusselt number is plotted against the Reynolds number, the opposite trend is observed:
for a given Reynolds number the value of Nu increases with the addition of nanoparticles, leading
to the incorrect conclusion that the heat transfer has improved. The problem may be explained by
considering a specific Reynolds number, say Re = 10000. From Figure 3b) we see that Nu ≈ 78 for
pure water, while for φ∞ = 0.018 we find Nu ≈ 92. For water ν = 10
−6m2/s so a value Re = 10000
corresponds to a velocity U ≈ 1 cm/s but when φ∞ = 0.018 then νnf = µnf/ρnf ≈ 1.117 × 10
−6
m2/s and U ≈ 1.117 cm/s. The graph does not make it clear that the 18% increase in Nu was
not achieved by an 18% increase in heat transfer coefficient, it also required a 12% increase in
velocity. However, at the same time the conductivity used to define Nu also changed. It is also not
clear that due to the increase in viscosity a greater pumping power/pressure drop is needed for
the nanofluid. This second figure is misleading, the dimensional plot shows the correct behaviour,
which is a decrease in heat transfer with increasing volume fraction. The economics of pumping
nanofluids is also discussed in [3].
Note, a similar issue is discussed in [18], where they point out that the very positive results
reported in the literature can be attributed to comparisons based on equal Reynolds number.
Finally the definition of the heat transfer coefficient h = Q/∆T , used to determine Nu, does not
even correctly reflect the energy transfer. The use of ∆T relies on the assumption of a linear
temperature profile through the boundary layer. To correctly determine the heat transfer, and so
h, requires integrating the temperature profile [33].
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Figure 3: Comparison of a) average measured heat transfer coefficient versus flow rate and b) average
measured Nusselt number versus Reynolds number. Taken from Alkasmoul [3].
6. Conclusion
In the introduction we discussed a quote from the review of Haddad et al. [17] stating that
the mathematical studies clearly show that nanofluids improve heat transfer in contrast to the
experimental studies which show the opposite behaviour. In writing this paper we believe we have
identified a sufficient number of errors and misconceptions in the mathematical studies to explain
the different conclusions. Specifically we have shown that:
1. The non-dimensional numbers employed are typically out by a few orders of magnitude and
bear no relation to the values corresponding to a physical problem.
Common previous choices correspond to ‘fluids’ with a volume fraction greater than unity
and particle sizes smaller than atoms. Quite often the Schmidt number is confused for the
Lewis number.
The result of using the incorrect parameter values is to magnify the motion of the nanopar-
ticles and so incorrectly indicate that their effect on the heat transfer is greater than in
practice. On the other hand, if the correct values are employed then the problem simplifies
significantly, in the case studied in this paper this reduces the volume fraction equation to a
trivial form and the energy and flow equations to forms appropriate for a Newtonian fluid.
2. The governing equations are incorrectly formulated.
If the parameter values are chosen to magnify the motion of the nanoparticles then the
volume fraction and temperature can vary significantly across the boundary layer.
Density, thermal conductivity, volumetric heat capacity, viscosity, thermophoresis and Brow-
nian motion all vary with volume fraction and temperature. This dependence is neglected
in the derivation of the governing equations. Partial justification is given by stating that
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∆T/T∞ ≪ 1, which limits the application of the theory (in many practical applications the
fluid can be heated to near boiling and so ∆T can be of a similar order to T∞). No justifi-
cation is given for the linearisation of φ and, as stated above, parameter values are usually
exaggerated to increase particle motion.
If the φ dependence is retained then the governing equations change and the temperature and
concentration profiles also change significantly. Ironically, if physically sensible parameter
values and boundary conditions are used then the volume fraction shows very little variation
and the linear approximation in φ may be justified.
3. Many models and boundary conditions describe physically unrealistic scenarios, often chosen
to permit a similarity reduction. Even so the reduced models do not always satisfy the
boundary conditions.
4. The comparison of results using non-dimensional numbers scaled with the nanofluid prop-
erties is misleading. If the volume fraction changes then the non-dimensionalisation also
changes so, for example, an increase in Nusselt number may not represent an increase in
heat transfer, it may equally well represent a decrease in nanoparticle concentration.
While we have illustrated our analysis via the example of flow over a stretching sheet, the above
conclusions hold for the many other flow configurations and boundary conditions studied in the
literature.
Experiments clearly indicate that nanofluids do not provide the hoped for enhancement in heat
transfer. Careful analysis of Buongiorno’s equations concur with this, but even so a mathematical
industry has grown promoting the opposite result, irrespective of the experimental evidence. In
certain instances it is clear that the authors are aware of some of these issues, particularly with
regard to the parameter values. In the paper that seems to have started this field [62] it is stated
that ‘nonlinear behaviors’ in the temperature and volume fraction solutions are noticeable for a
Lewis number below 10 but in practice it is three to four orders of magnitude greater. In [47] it
is stated that results diverge (from those of a standard fluid) when Le is relatively small but tend
to coincidence when Le increases. In [50] it is stated that most fluids have a large Lewis number
and then quote [47] to define this as Le > 1. However, all these papers cite [9] which provides the
values Le = 8×105, 7×105 for water and alumina or copper nanofluids. In [50] they also quote [9]
for the range of diffusion coefficients DB = 4 × 10
−12 to 4 × 10−4m2 s−1, yet the maximum value
actually stated in [9] is 4× 10−10m2 s−1: a difference of six orders of magnitude.
Finally, to answer the question posed in the title, ‘Does mathematics contribute to the nanoflu-
ids debate?’ The answer is clearly yes, but only in that in the past it has confused and misled
researchers. For example, in the conclusion of the experimental study [32] the authors provide pos-
sible reasons for the discrepancy between theory and experiment, such as particle size distribution
and interaction before suggesting an extensive comparative study involving different assumptions
in the theory.
It is unlikely that the stream of theoretical research will stop based on the arguments of the
present paper, however we hope that this work can at least clarify that the results obtained in
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the majority of the papers quoted here (and those following on from them) do not bear any
resemblance to a physical problem. Their conclusions that nanoparticles have a significant effect
on heat transfer are not valid for realistic flow configurations and only add to the confusion in
the debate over whether nanofluids can work as practical coolants. It would be interesting to see
if all of this endeavour could be directed in a more positive way. Nanofluids have other, more
promising applications, for example in direct absorption solar cells and medicine [11]. Even in
cooling a recent experimental study has suggested that applying a strong magnetic field to a fluid
with magnetite particles can lead to a four-fold increase in heat transfer coefficient, due to the
focussing of particles near the magnets, but this claim is based on a comparison of Nusselt numbers
[6]. The application of mathematics to a correct set of governing equations in physically sensible
parameter regimes could help in the understanding of these and other problems and so in the
future benefit and guide experimental research.
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